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We face challenges. We are counseled to be wise as serpents harmless as doves, we try to assume
the best of everyone. We want to assume good will as a starting point. We want to assume that if
people disagree it is a misunderstanding but that all parties have good will and are starting from an
essential good intention.

Postmodern thought, however, sees the world as socially constructed. effectively, we are all the
"god" that there is. We define reality. There is no good or bad. Everything is power relations. Words
are tools. No good or evil, no right or wrong, no lies or untruth exists. All is power relations. In that
setting, there is no misuse of words. Since there is no truth there cannot be any lies. statements,
questions, dialogue of any kind is not about discovering truth; it is about attaining your ends.

Thus, you can interact with a person holding such view who will lie to your face because they are
not lying; in their mind, they are simply engaged in a power negotiation to attain their purpose.
Meanwhile, you and I will be thinking in terms of what are the actual facts, interpreting facts,
assuming that the person is starting from an acceptance that there is truth and that it is knowable and
that the other party is engaged in seeking truth.

Here we come back to being wise as serpents and harmless as doves. We should include in our initial
assumptions the possibility that the person we are interacting with is right with us about
presuppositions, completely opposite us (engaged in only power relations), or (most likely)
somewhere between. It is true that this sets us right out of the gate in a somewhat skeptical or at least
alert mode. But in our setting today to do anything less is to invite disaster and deception upon
oneself.

What is in Sam Leonor's heart I cannot know. Since The One Project (T1P) has been heavily
criticized on the basis of its emerging church philosophical roots, it would be a benefit to Leonor and
his T1P guys to engage in power relations with those critics in order to try to break down the
opposition against his agenda.

One doesn't need to go to a T1P meeting to get the full story, just as one need not commit adultery
to understand it is wrong. There are several videos one can watch from T1P, books one can read by
T1P people, and there are even a number of personal testimonies of specific people in concrete
settings where they participated in a T1P meeting. That is, one can be quite significantly informed
before ever speaking with Sam Leonor or any other T1P person about actual things T1P does.

The Christian is NOT under obligation to go and hear every proposed teaching by every group that
calls for a hearing. Everyone wants a hearing. All of us are responsible to use our reasoning faculties
and the common sense God has given us to interact selectively with situations. When Nehemiah was
building the wall, he had his commission from God and he refused to come down and waste time
and energy with those who were acting in enmity toward the plan of God. One thing I have seen over
and over again is well-intentioned people who trusted in the good will of someone pushing a certain



agenda, went and heard their arguments, and after investing considerable energy in listening games 
were in the end sucked into a deception.

There are deep and fundamental divides when it comes to truth conception. Enlightenment thinking,
to which most of us rightly subscribe fundamentally includes the axiom of non-contradiction. A
correct understanding of something will mean the correction of factual contradictions. However, in
the German counter-enlightenment, you have a development of thought, so that when you come to
Hegel, you have the embrace of contradiction. Contradictions, supposedly, are built into reason and
reality.  You might have noticed that emerging church advocates revel in supposed contradictions
and inconsistencies, that is all OK. This is also why there is no need ever to finish a dialogue in
emerging church, it is only important to talk about things. But reaching a resolution where
contradiction is eliminated is not even on the to do list, since reality is fundamentally contradictory
in their view, so why waste time trying to ferret out contradiction?

I'm not saying that there are not areas where two truths are indeed to be held in "tension"; but I am
saying be very careful before blithely1 accepting paradox and contradiction.

The person you are talking to might be "from a different planet" epistemologically2.

Beware.

An ultra short primer on postmodernism:

https://youtu.be/HzZ9h7bM6QE?t=23m7s 

Watch the whole video for even more insight. I'm on my second read through Hicks.

Peterson is the Canadian PhD who refuses to speak made-up pronouns and is at risk of being fired
or fined and jailed under Canadian law. For the main conflict, see this amazing program:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kasiov0ytEc

FYI, Hicks Explaining Postmodernism is actually fairly involved reading and will not be best for
everyone. It will walk you through the Enlightenment, and especially focus on the development
through the key thinkers in Counter-enlightenment thought, both right-counter-enlightenment
(resulting in Nazism), and left-counter-enlightenment (resulting in communism). Hicks also shows
the stark difference between individualism in thought and collectivist thought, and shows how

1 Blithely: 1: of a happy lighthearted character or disposition 2: lacking due thought or
consideration: [Meerriam-Webster]

2 Epistemologically:  the study or a theory of the nature and grounds of knowledge
especially with reference to its limits and validity [Meerriam-Webster]
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postmodernism is nested in Marxism and the latter, which explains why today the radical left is
working to prevent freedom of expression and to force via political-correctness the acknowledgment
of its ideals.

While the members in the pews trust and are largely faithful, too many of their own denomination's
scholars are, in their name, standing across the classroom from Godfearing men training to be
ministers and teaching them erroneous interpretive method. It’s the presuppositions;  they'll get you
every time. We all need to run a rag loosely through our ears and clean out the accumulated muck
and keep to demanding a "thus saith the Lord" for any teaching. But unless we clean vigorously, even
then we won't dislodge the pre-suppositional earwax of postmodern interpretation.

It’s a jungle out there. But God is still on His throne.

To some who are deep in the postmodernist rabbit hole, contradictions represent absolutely no
problem. Those who are in deepest will see the LACK of contradiction as an indicator of likely error.
Contradiction they think is built into the universe. Logic and reason mark privileged male white
structure, an "oppressive system" imposed over others. If we fail to realize some are thinking this
way we won't work as hard to get into their skin and seek ways compelling from within their mindset
to help them rethink their outlook.
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